Diamonds are Forever
Just Like EJ Infrastructure Product

The Jewel is the latest exciting residential development of its magnitude on Australia’s Gold Coast since the GFC. The EJ corporate team including senior executives from Northern Michigan, toured the project in late December on their annual visit to the Asia-Pacific region.

To say that the executive team was impressed with the whole Gold Coast story would be an understatement; and they were completely taken aback by the enormous and varied scope of work that the Asia-Pacific team is undertaking in this phenomenally growing region of Australia.

The plumbing firm Beavis & Bartels, a 30 year client of EJ, specified a number of specific infrastructure products for this stunning project. The list includes galvanized sump grates and frames; galvanized trench grates and frames; solid and infill style machined covers and LA60B and LA60D sewer covers and frames.

Choices of EJ product are made based on product performance over an expectancy of a lifetime without need for maintenance. Longevity resulting from the use of nothing but quality base materials which are cleverly designed and crafted in foundries and factories across the globe. And projects like The Jewel are built for a lifetime for generations and generations to come.

For more information about any EJ product, contact your nearest EJ branch or call 07 3216 5000.